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A: You need to go back up and use grep to search the whole file for the match: grep -oP 'BRL\s+ [A-Za-z0-9._]{1,}' filename
Since grep doesn't support look behind, you have to use two separate commands, first use grep to create a sed substitution for
this expression: grep -oP 'BRL\s+ [A-Za-z0-9._]{1,}' filename | sed's/\(.*\)\(BRL[^\s]*\)\(\s+ [A-Za-z0-9._]{1,}\)/\1.\2.\3/g'
Then use sed to turn that substitution back into a regular expression: sed -E's/(.*) \(BRL[^\s]*\)\(\s+ [A-Za-
z0-9._]{1,}\)/\1.\2.\3/g' filename Notes: re-use of the regex -E flag (I've been slowly abandoning these things because they are
inefficient and add complexity) \- This saves typing for the sed command, instead of having to type (.*) \(BRL[^\s]*\)\(\s+ [A-
Za-z0-9._]{1,}\), which is kind of annoying -this regex that uses a series of groups. The \s+ after the \(BRL) means that one or
more whitespace characters should come after it, but what's inside the group ([A-Za-z0-9._]{1,}) means that one or more A-Za-
z0-9 character is allowed. See here: The final round of preparations for July's international student outreach activity kicks off on
Wednesday, with tour guides being hired to teach our interns a bit of Chinese. Sure, we’re known for teaching about more than
just the United States — but we’re not as cool as China. You can see a little of what we’re missing by reading our nine most
popular posts on the site in 2009. Here are a few more posts that f678ea9f9e
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